
 

 

Sous Chef – The Landing Hotel - Biggin Hill Airport 

In conjunction with Biggin Hill Airport, Air Culinaire Worldwide are looking for an 

enthusiastic Sous Chef to join the team who are getting ready to open a brand-new 

hotel, The Landing. Opening in December, the Landing Hotel is an independent 

boutique 56 bed hotel that is proudly dedicated to the aviation industry, whilst 

supporting local businesses and our community.  Located at London Biggin Hill 

Airport and set to the side of runway 03, the hotel offers great views towards London. 

Facilities comprise of a stylish bar & restaurant offering fabulous dining experiences 

with breakfast, brunch, afternoon tea and evening dining all being served daily. The 

kitchen will also provide bespoke catering for the private jet crew and passengers at 

Biggin Hill Airport.  

 

What will role will include? 

Working alongside the Head Chef you will be responsible for the smooth delivery of 

service to the hotel bar and restaurant, including room service. You will provide a 

range of fresh and simply prepared seasonal dishes. You will also provide a bespoke 

catering service to the private jet market flying out of Biggin Hill, which is often very 

last minute and reactive business. 

Who are we looking for?  

This is a fantastic opportunity for an experienced Sous Chef to join the kitchen team 

at this located in Biggin Hill, Kent.  We are looking to appoint an experienced Senior 

Sous Chef who is ambitious and creative and is wising to join a brand-new kitchen 

team to work in a diverse luxury venue. We are looking for an individual who can 

demonstrate a stable and progressive background with their previous culinary roles 

who is fresh food led and has a solid background in hotel operations. 

If you are already located in the UK and looking to move to the Kent area then short 

term relocation support which will be discussed on a case by case basis. 

Salary will be based on experience but will be between £35,000 and £38,000 

Start date will be discussed but likely to be August 2022. 

 


